
An almost true love story
For two almost mutes clowns

On an almost crazy rythm



What is the project ?

It’s called Kulot
And it’s Chaloupe and Larkabo
Or Morgane and Damien
(We don’t know anymore)
Who tell a love story
(An almost real one)
From its beginning
To its end

To tell it
We invented a language
We sing and we move
We play music
We go to the audience
And we get married
(Maybe).



All you can say to your audience
( To make him want
to come running )

It lasts 20 min
(We don’t see them pass)

There’s an invented language
(So everyone understands)

But also singing
(Sometimes both)

But also idioty
(Often the tree)

And then we move a lot
(Like Rihanna)
(Well, almost)

It’s for everyone
(Kids from 5 years)

( A french joke because
ballet  is  the  same word for  broom )

( ho ho ho )

It’s clown without a nose
It’s theater without boredom
It’s a concert without violin
It’s a dustlest ballet   

On stage there are two artists
(Finally three with the audience)
For the street, the rooms
Or wherever you want



Who is the Cie Alsand

We are Morgane et Damien
And we met
In a clown school
But instead of working 
We got together
And then finally
We decided to work a little
So we did four shows
Who played in Switzerland
Especially in La Plage des Six Pompes
Who spotted us and supports us.

This year
If all went well
We should have played there:
- The Fondus du Macadam in Thonon (FR)
- The Festi’Neuch in Neuchâtel (CH)

- The Aurillac Festival (FR)
- Chalon dans la Rue (FR)
- The Castel of Nyon (CH)
But since all is not well
We find ourselves stranded there :
- Our living-room (CH)

But finally
Lots of things fall into place
And our year
Is going to be beautiful
And we may even
Come to you and play in Poland
Which would be 
Pretty incredible.



Musical festival in Yverdon (CH)
(Who produced our second show)

FestiLu, a family festival
in Lutry (CH)

School le Samovar (FR), where we
studied and where we met

Le FAR de Sion, a family festival
in Sion (CH)

( We don’t  joke with them. )Important places for us

The company was spotted and is
supported by la Plage des Six Pompes (CH)



If you want to speak with us

You can call here
+41 79 670 75 47

Or here
+41 78 948 31 21

Or write here
ciealsand@gmail.com

We are looking to
Have fun with people
Create emotion
And share the madness.

We create the company
To love each other in life
But also in work

And to bring together 
The show and the music 
The idiocy and the poetry
The work and the freedom

( Don't  hesitate ,  we can speak.  )

(  I t ’s  very usefull .  )

(  The cheese  and the chocolate .  )

(  Remember of
      our first  kiss.  )

(  If  you prefer  guys.  )

(  If  you prefer  girls.  )

(  If  you prefer  both.  )


